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Guide to the Maps

The maps in this atlas focus on different developments—polit-

ical, ethnic, religious—that have had a greater or lesser infl u-

ence on the region at different periods of its history. The focus 

of each map is clarifi ed in its accompanying commentary.

Colored areas represent sovereign states, political control 

and administration, ethnic or linguistic categories, or religious 

affi liations. Shades or patterns of a single color designate in-

ternal distinctions within a category. Colored arrows indicate 

movements by a designated group, military or migratory, and 

are defi ned on the map or in the map key. 

Solid lines enclosing a broken black line indicate the 

boundaries of empires: the Russian and the Soviet (red), and 

the Ottoman and Persian (later Turkey and Iran; violet). Ap-

proximate boundaries are designated by broken lines, which are 

identifi ed in the map keys.

Dark violet lines are used to indicate boundaries of de-

pendent political entities, satellite states, or territories. Light 

violet lines indicate provincial and district borders. Broken vio-

let lines indicate boundaries that are changing, approximate, or 

contested within the period covered by the map. Broken violet 

lines may also indicate the boundaries of highlander commu-

nities, their confederations, and their polities; such cases are 

indicated in the map keys. 

Blue lines represent rivers, lakes, and coastlines. 

Colored lines not mentioned here are identifi ed in their 

respective maps or keys.

Names in roman indicate states, polities, provinces, and 

other administrative or territorial units; those in italic are 

geographic areas, historical provinces, ethnic groups or ethno-

 linguistic categories, highlander communities and confedera-

tions of nomadic peoples, or tribes. Further distinctions are 

detailed in individual map keys. Where there is no clear differ-

ence between polity and ethnic community (or confederation 

of communities) the choice of roman or italic type was made 

on the basis of whether polity or ethnicity was the focus of 

the map. Place names in roman represent towns, fortresses, or 

fortifi ed towns. Place names in italic indicate villages, including 

stanitsas (fortifi ed Cossack villages). Variant names are given 

in parentheses or after a virgule; where these have political or 

other signifi cance they are explained in the relevant map key.

Because Russian political divisions do not correspond pre-

cisely with English divisions, the Russian names of the vari-

ous political and other administrative divisions are included in 

brackets following the English names. Brackets are also used 

to designate dual names, contested toponyms, outdated ethnic 

categories, and other distinctions; these are specifi ed in the 

individual maps. 

Squares and circles represent, respectively, towns and vil-

lages. Red squares indicate capital cities and provincial centers, 

yellow squares and circles indicate district centers unless oth-

erwise identifi ed in the map key. Squares with an “X” identify 

fortresses or fortifi ed towns; circles with an “X” are stanitsas on 

a few early maps. 

White triangles represent key mountain peaks, fi ve of 

which appear in each map to provide a basic geographical refer-

ence. These are Mounts Elbrus, Kazbek, and Bazarduzi in the 

Greater Caucasus mountain range and Mounts Aragats and Ara-

rat in the Lesser Caucasus. 

Other symbols (colored squares, circles, triangles, diamonds) 

used in the maps are identifi ed in the relevant map keys. 

In the early maps, red dotted lines designate the Russian 

defensive and communication lines, with the thickness of the 

dotted line indicating the respective importance of the defen-

sive line and red circles identifying important fortifi ed points. 

In later maps, red lines indicate railroads, which came to 

the region in the 1870s. Active railroads are represented with 

a solid red line, railroads under construction with a broken red 

line, and planned railroads with a dotted red line. Additional 

representations of railroads are explained in individual map 

keys. Green lines indicate highways; active roads are shown by 

a solid line, roads under construction by a broken line, and 

planned roads by a dotted line. 

None of the boundaries, toponyms, ethnonyms, or other 

designations used in the atlas imply endorsement of any gov-

ernment offi ce or international institution. 
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